Maskoke Farm
Talbot County GA
+-328.146 (from deeds/plats)
Parcels 007 16203, 005 12440, 005 12440 B
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StrataNum, Label, Acres+-!
1, 2005UPLB/NH, 53.6ac
2, MaUPNP/NH, 61.5ac
3, MaMixedNH/NP, 170.8ac

Label
- Open/MiscNT, 35.8ac
- Lake, 7.4ac

Key:
Strata 1 = Mostly +-2005 Upland Planted Loblolly Needs 1st thinned
Strata 2 = Mostly Mature Planted and Natural Loblolly Ready for another thinning or clearcut

0 330 660 1,320 Feet
1:10,000 1 in = 833.3 feet

Date: 7/22/2019

Disclaimer: Map boundaries, acres, timber descriptions, and all other map data is not guaranteed. The map is not a survey plat. Mapped in ArcMap 10.5 GIS mapping software.